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EDITOR'S SPECIAL NOTE: TOSSUP ZERO
Read in all rooms; will not count towards score, but for special bragging rights honors note on scoresheet anyone
who answers this
It claims possession of a chunk of Antarctica and a small island off the coast of France in addition to six provinces,
including ones named Mussolini, Maricopa, and Ataturk, which contains the capital, Abbaville. Named for a Finnish word
meaning "inside the house", it is a constitutional monarchy ruled by King Robert Ben Madison, and has a population of
approximately 50 people, including Nathan Freeburg. Centered on the east side of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, FTP, what is
this internet-based "micronation"?
Answer:
Talossa

1.
In this battle, the Confederate cause was saved by the arrival of A.P. Hill's troops after a forced march from
Harper's Ferry. Mistaken orders led the Confederates the abandon a sunken road later named Bloody Lane in the middle
of the field of battle. McClellan's assault on the Confederate left allowed Burnside to break through on the right, and
although McClellan failed to continue the attack, the Union success gave Lincoln the confidence to issue the
Emancipation Proclamation. FTP, what was this September 17, 1862 battle, the bloodiest of the war?
Antietam or Sharpsburg
Answer:
2.
This technique was developed when its inventor discovered the existence of objects called minisatellites that are
repeated in genes but do not contribute to their function. In this technique, genetic material is extracted from a sample of
cells and purified, cut at specific points by restriction enzymes, and sorted by gel electrophoresis. Blotting then converts
the sample to single strands, and DNA probes produce dark marks on X-ray film which allow the DNA to be analyzed.
Developed by Alec Jeffreys, FTP, what is this technique frequently used to help solve crimes and determine paternity?
Answer:
DNA fingerprinting or DNA typing
3.
This poet frequently set his works in Italy, as in poems like "Two in the Campagna" and "A Toccata of
Galuppi's", the latter of which is found in the collection Men and Women . Poems like "Porphyria's Lover" and "Andrea
del Sarto" are typical of his work, in which the subject inadvertently reveals more than he or she intended. Known for his
dramatic monologues, FTP, who is this author of The Ring and the Book and "My Last Duchess"?
Answer:
Robert Browning
4.
The artist chose to base the setting of this painting on the Hogsmill River, and while painting there he was driven
to distraction by a pair of belligerent swans annoyed by his presence. The white flowers on the far shore provide the sole
contrast to the dark greens that dominate the scene. A necklace of violets is seen around the title figure's neck, while a
bouquet of flowers drift away from her outstretched hands, which jut out above the water ofthe river in which she is
floating. FTP, what is this John Everett Millais painting depicting the suicide of a character from Hamlet?
Ophelia
Answer:
5.
Members of this class of organic compounds possessing 8 to 12 carbons have a characteristic rose-like odor and
are used in making perfumes, while the poly-hydric kind have a syrupy consistency. They generally react with carboxylic
acids to produce esters. They may be considered as derivatives of water in which one of the hydrogens has been replaced
by an alkyl group, and are classified as primary, secondary, or tertiary based on which carbon of the alkyl group is bonded
to the hydroxyl group. FTP, what is this class of organic compounds that includes methanol and ethanol?
Answer:
alcohols
6.
Near the climax of this film sequel, an airplane inexplicably appears out of nowhere to crush one of the villains,
while earlier, the director failed to remove a scene in which a stuntwoman becomes stuck in the window she is jumping
through. Made in 1994, its plot concerns Jenny, who is among a group of prom goers who survive a car wreck only to fall
into the hands ofVilmer, a lunatic with a homemade hydraulic leg who leads a murderous family that includes
Leatherface. FTP, what is this horror film now famous for starring Matthew McConaughey and Renee Zellweger?
Answer:
Return of the Texas Chainsaw Massacre or The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Next
Generation or Texas Chainsaw Massacre 4

7.
He lived his last years at the palace of Sans Souci as a recluse and misanthrope. On his ascension to the throne he
immediately seized Silesia from Austria and maintained possession through the treaties of Berlin, Dresden, and
Hubertusberg. The grandson of George I of England through his mother Sophia Dorothea, he believed in the use of
absolute power for the service of the state. Known for his patronage of the arts, FTP, who was this king of Prussia, known
as "the Great"?
Answer:
Frederick the Great or Frederick II of Prussia
8.
His earliest work, written at age 16, was the "Treatise on Logical Terminology", which was soon followed by
"Essay on the Calendar". He put forward a creed summarizing the teachings of Judaism known as the "Thirteen Articles
of Faith" in his commentary on the Mishna, the Kitab al-Siraj, which was followed by his monumental Mishne Torah.
FTP, who was this great medieval philosopher, author of The Guide/or the Perplexed?
Answer:
Moses Maimonides or Moses Ben Maimon (give mad props for anyone who gives the alternate
answer Rambam)
9.
In the first of this story's three sections, the author uses a phrase from Henry IV, Part 1 in describing the
"unsteadfast footing" on which the protagonist stands. Near the end, the main character describes walking down a straight,
untravelled road lined with black trees under a night sky full of strange constellations. Earlier, the report of a Confederate
soldier of news from the front prompts Peyton Fahrquhar to attempt to burn a bridge in northern Alabama, but despite his
delusions to the contrary, he is caught and hanged. FTP, what is this story by Ambrose Bierce?
Answer:
An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge
10.
The constant involved in the equation governing this effect is given by pi times Planck's constant times the speed
of light divided by 480. It was first discovered after a colleague ofTheo Overbeek investigated Overbeek's discovery of
violations of van der Waal's forces by colloids, and was first experimentally detected by Sparnaay in 1958. It predicts the
generation of a force inversely proportional to the fourth power of the distance involved due to quantum vacuum
fluctuations of electromagnetic fields. Discovered to affect the workings of nanotechnology, FTP, what is this effect, the
generation of a small attractive force between two close parallel uncharged conducting plates?
Casimir effect
Answer:
He became the king of Eleusis after defeating its king, Cercyon, in a wrestling match in which the loser was put to
11.
death. Earlier, he saved the people of Crommyon from a monstrous gray sow called Phaea during his epic journey to
Athens, during which he slew such brigands as Periphetes, Sinis, Sciron, and Procrustes. Later, his son Hippolytus became
the subject of his wife Phaedra's infatuation. FTP, who was this Athenian hero who, with the aid of Ariadne, killed the
Minotaur?
Answer:
Theseus
12.
Monuments built during the height of this city's importance include the mosque of Bibi-Khanom and Rigestan
Square. As the capital of Sogdiana it was known as * Maracanda, and was captured by Alexander the Great in 329.
Annexed by the Khwarezm-Shah dynasty shortly before its 1220 destruction by Genghis Khan, it revolted in 1365 and
was made into the most important economic and cultural center in Central Asia. Found in east central Uzbekistan, FTP,
what was this city which served as the capital ofTimur the Lame?
Answer:
Samarkand (accept Maracanda until *)
13.
The concluding 34 th chapter of this book describes the death of Moses after ascending Mount Nebo, while the 28 th
describes in elaborate detail the blessings and curses that will befall the Israelites depending on their actions. Chapters 511 are an introductory speech by Moses, after which he reiterates the laws that the people are exhorted to obey. FTP, what
is this book, the fifth of the Old Testament?
Deuteronomy or Devarim
Answer:
14.
The theorem named for he and Cayley states that the minimal polynomial always divides the characteristic
polynomial. As a physicist he discovered the phenomenon of conical refraction, and his unification of dynamics and
optics anticipated quantum theory by half a century. He coined the term "vector" during his analysis of the geometrical
representation of complex numbers, and while trying to extend his ideas to three dimensions he developed his best-known
idea, which he famously carved into Brougham Bridge upon their discovery during a walk. FTP, who was this Irish
mathematician, the inventor of quarternions?
Answer:
William Hamilton

15.
At various times, the protagonist of this novel is subjected to the study ofa man known only as Schoolteacher.
She marries Halle, the son of Baby Suggs, the house servant she replaces at the Sweet Home plantation. Escaping to Ohio
with the aid of Stamp Paid, Sethe kills her daughter rather than see her returned to slavery, only to be haunted by the title
figure. FTP, what is this novel by Toni Morrison?
Answer:
Beloved
16.
The second battle of the name was a partially successful German offensive also known as the Battle of SaintQuentin. The first battle of this name saw the first-ever military use of tanks, which, however, were largely ineffective.
Although it succeeded in relieving pressure on Verdun, the attempts by the British and French to use frontal assaults on
the German trenches led to over 1,000,000 casualties, and only advanced the Allied front by 10 miles. FTP, what was this
July-November 1916 battle fought near the namesake river, the bloodiest battle in history?
Answer:
Battle ofthe Somme
17.
In one scene, a comical discussion between Snobby Price and Rummy Mitchens about life in the shelter is
interrupted by Bill Walker's assault on Jenny Hill. It opens with Britomart's attempts to reverse the disinheriting of her
son Stephen. Later, the title figure's relationship with the Greek scholar Adolphus Cusins is threatened after Adolphus
converts to the philosophy of her father, Andrew Undershaft, an arms manufacturer who scoffs at his daughter's work for
the Salvation Army. FTP, what is this play by George Bernard Shaw?
Answer:
Major Barbara
18.
An injectable form of this vitamin called phytomenadione is given to premature babies. Deficiency is rare, but can
occur in people who do not absorb fat properly, in whom it is replaced orally by the synthetic form menadiol sodium
phosphate. Green vegetables and egg yolk are good sources of this vitamin that is necessary for the synthesis of
prothrombin. FTP, what is this vitamin whose deficiency leads to excessive bleeding?
Answer:
Vitamin K
19.
This island group reaches its highest point on the central island of Pi co, while Faial Island recently increased in
size due to the eruption of Capelinhos. Reputedly discovered by Diogo de Senill, they consist of 9 major islands. Flores
and Corvo are in the northwest, while the eastern group contains the Formigas islets and the largest island, Sao Miguel,
home to the capital, Ponta Delgada. FTP, what is this archipelago located roughly 1,000 miles west of Portugal, the site of
a recent meeting of the coalition against Iraq?
Answer:
Azores
20.
During the later stages of these historical events, media attention focused on the activities of two female gangs
known as the "Slick Chicks" and the "Black Widows". Stemming from WWII rationing which outlawed the manufacture
of the namesake items, they began on June 3, 1943 when 11 sailors claimed to have been assaulted by a group of Mexican
youths, leading to rampant beatings of Mexicans and blacks by roving gangs of U.S. servicemen. FTP, what were these
Los Angeles riots named for the type of suit worn by the victims?
Answer:
zoot suit riots
21.
The upper valley of this river is a broad, flat basin that narrows at the Goring Gap. Featuring a section known as
"the Pool", it rises as four headstreams known as the Churn, CoIn, Leach, and Isis, and is fed by tributaries like the Wey,
Mole, Windrush, and Medway. It ends at the Nore after flowing east for 210 miles from the Cotswold Hills. FTP, what is
this English river that flows through London?
Answer:
Thames
22.
A shepherd sings of Spring's return shortly after the opening scene of this opera, which finds the title figure
rejecting the temptations of the goddess Venus. Later he encounters the Landgrave Hermann, whose niece Elizabeth is in
love with him. Atthe end, the sprouting of the Pope's staff indicates that the title figure has secured God's forgiveness for
his impetuous song in praise of sensual passion performed at a singing contest in Wartburg. FTP, what is this opera
inspired by the titular minnesinger, written by Richard Wagner?
Answer:
Tannhauser and the Song Contest at the Wartburg

23 .
The extended Act I aria "A tak bychom sli cely'm zivotem" explains the concern for the protagonist felt by her
stepmother, a female sexton known as the Kostelnicka. The title figure is slashed in the face with a knife by Laca for not
letting him kiss her, and soon bears the child of her cousin Steva. To spare her from disgrace, the Kostelnicka gives her a
sleeping potion and attempts to drown the child in an icy brook, but after the child is found, the Kostelnicka admits her
guilt, and the protagonist accepts Laca's proposal. FTP, what is this opera by Leos Janacek?
Answer:
Jenufa
24.
The appearance of lines like "I burnt myself at many flames" in this poet's work have convinced critics of the
influence~ several women on his work. Among his dramatic efforts were a reworking of Plautus entitled The Two
Amphitryons and a rare comedy, King Seleucas. In Filodemo he developed the auto, but is more important for his
collection of Rimas written while serving as a soldier in Africa and India. Best known for an epic poem describing the
voyages of Vasco da Gama, FTP, who was this Portuguese poet, author of The Lusiads?
Answer:
Luis (Vaz) de Camoes
25.
Greatly influenced by the writings of Patrick Geddes, this thinker analyzed the history of American architecture in
Sticks and Stones, and harshly criticized technology in the late two-volume work The Myth o/the Machine. More typical
of his work are The Golden Day and The Brown Decades. He attacked the dehumanizing effects of modern society in the
four books of his "Renewal of Life" series, which included Technics and Civilization, The Condition o/Man, and The
Conduct 0/Life. FTP, who was this social critic, author of The Culture o/Cities?
Answer:
Lewis Mumford
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1.
FTPE, answer the following about ways of labeling classical music other than opus numbers.
1. (10 points) Perhaps the most famous non-opus naming system uses the letter K and a number to indicate the pieces of
music by this composer cataloged by Ludwig von Kochel?
Answer:
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
2. (10 points) Otto Deutsch compiled the definitive catalog ofthis composer's work, leading to their designation by the
letter D and a number.
Answer:
Franz Schubert
3. (10 points) Most references to J.S. Bach compositions use a number and these three letters which abbreviate the name
of the catalog compiled by Wolfgang Schmieder.
Answer:
BWV (short for Bachwerkeverzeichnis, or Bach Work Catalog)
2.
Answer the following about a human organ, FTPE.
1. (10 points) The largest internal organ of the body, its functions include the detoxification of poisons, the storage of
glycogen, and the production of bile.
Answer:
liver
2. This large vein transports blood containing the absorbed products of digestion from the intestine directly to the liver.
Answer:
hepatic portal vein
3. (10 points) The liver is home to these specialized macrophages attached to the walls of the sinusoids. Named for their
19 th century discoverer, they dispose of old blood cells and particulate matter.
Answer:
Kupffer cells
3.
5-5-10-10, give the requested information about a novel.
1. (5 points) The account of the title figure's midnight landing at Whitby is a noteworthy part of this novel whose story is
told at various times by Mina Murray, Lucy Westernra, and Dr. John Seward.
Answer:
Dracula
2. (5 points) Who wrote Dracula?
Answer:
Bram Stoker
3. (10 points) Dracula opens with the capture of this London solicitor who has traveled to Transylvania to conduct a
business transaction.
Answer:
Jonathon Harker (accept either name)
4. (10 points) This Dutch doctor and expert on vampires in called in to help vanquish Dracula.
Van Helsing
Answer:
4.
Name the British Prime Ministers, FTPE.
1. (10 points) This Prime Minister returned stability to the office after his 1770 election, but the loss of the American
Revolution led to his 1782 ouster.
Answer:
Frederick, Lord North
2. (10 points) This Labour Party leader established the national health and insurance programs during his 1945-51 stint as
Prime Minister.
Answer:
Clement Attlee
3. (10 points) A "new-style" Conservative, he won a surprise victory in 1970, but was unable to control inflation and labor
unrest during his four year term.
Answer:
Edward Heath
5.
FTPE, answer the following about people involved in the life of Oedipus.
1. (10 points) The curse on the house of Oedipus stemmed from the abduction ofPelops' son Chrysippus by this man,
Oedipus' father, who had Oedipus exposed on Mount Cithaeron as an infant.
Answer:
King Laius
2. (10) Instead of dying, Oedipus was taken in and raised by the king and queen of Corinth. Name either of them, FTP.
Answer:
Polybus, Merope
3. (10 points) Oedipus fulfilled that pesky Delphic oracle by marrying this woman, Laius' wife and Oedipus' mother.
Answer:
Jocasta

6.
FTPE, name these movies featured on Seinfeld.
1. (10 points) Elaine wanted to see Sack Lunch instead of this Best Picture Oscar winner based on a Michael Ondatjee
book, which prompts Elaine to make observations like "Sex in a bathtub doesn't work" and "Show me something I can
use!"
Answer:
The English Patient
2. (10 points) Kramer's friend Brody makes a bootleg recording of this action film whose plot Kramer sums up with the
description "when someone wants to blow you up, but not because of who you are, but for entirely different reasons."
Answer:
Deathblow
3. (10 points) Newman catches Jerry and his girlfriend making out during this film, also a Best Picture Oscar winner.
Answer:
Schindler's List
7.
FTPE, stuff about a feminist novel.
1. (10 points) This novel tells of the increase of spiritual self-awareness in the protagonist after meeting Robert LeBrun
while vacationing at Grand Isle.
Answer:
The Awakening
2. (10 points) Who was the author of The Awakening?
Answer:
Kate Chopin
3. (10 points) This is the protagonist of The Awakening, who drowns herself at novel's end.
Answer:
Edna Pontellier (accept either part)
8.
Name these chemical processes, 5-10-15.
1. (5 points) This process discovered by Charles Goodyear improves the properties of rubber by combining it with sulfur.
Answer:
vulcanization
2. (10 points) Resulting in Nobel Prizes both for its inventor and the man who translated it into a large-scale process, this
method directly synthesizes ammonia from hydrogen and nitrogen under extremely high pressures.
Answer:
Haber-Bosch process
3. (15 points) Named for its 1868 developer, this process produces chlorine gas from gaseous HCI.
Answer:
Deacon process
9.
U.S. labor laws, FTPE.
1. (10 points) In 1932, Congress passed an act that forbade injunctions to end strikes. It was named for George Norris and
this future mayor of New York and namesake of a major airport.
Answer:
Fiorello La Guardia
2. (10 points) This controversial 1947 act regulated labor administration, forbade Communists from serving as labor
officers, and allowed the president to halt strikes by ordering an 80-day "cooling-off' period.
Answer:
Taft-Hartley Act
3. (10 points) Charges of racketeering against the Teamsters prompted this 1959 act also called the Labor Management
Reporting and Disclosure Act. It sought to guarantee fair labor elections.
Answer:
Landrum-Griffin Act
10.
Stuff about the founder of a religion, 5-10-15.
1. (5 points) After abandoning the life of a prince, his wife Yasodhara, and his son Rahula, this man sat beneath the bo
tree until gaining the enlightenment that he used to found his religion.
Answer:
the Buddha or Siddhartha Gautama (accept either name)
2. (10 points) While sitting under the bo tree, the Buddha resisted this evil tempter, the lord of the world of passion.
Answer:
Mara
3. (15 points) These commemorative monuments consisting of circular bases supporting massive solid domes are used to
house sacred relics associated with the Buddha, and are symbols of his death. The most famous one, known as the "Great"
one, is found at Sanchi.
Answer:
stupa

11.
Artist, FTPE.
1. (10 points) He first displayed his individual form of Surrealism in The Menaced Assassin, and became renowned for
works containing enormous floating rocks, coffins, and levitating fruit.
Answer:
Rene Magritte
2. (10 points) Perhaps Magritte's most famous painting is this work featuring a well-dressed man standing in a field, with
his face obscured by an apple.
Answer:
The Son of Man
3. (10 points) A great influence on Magritte was this painter of Mystery and Melancholy of a Street.
Answer:
Giorgio de Chirico
12.
The real Dead Poets Society: 5-10-15, name these war poets.
1. (5 points) This American killed in WWI is best known for the poem "Trees".
Answer:
Joyce Kilmer
2. (10 points) Discovered by Siegfried Sasso on, he wrote "Anthem for Doomed Youth" and "Dulce et Decorum Est".
Answer:
Wilfred Owen
3. (15 points) Killed in action with the French Foreign Legion, this American is known for his poem "I Have a
Rendezvous with Death".
Answer:
Alan Seeger
13.
FTPE, name the following from physics.
1. (10 points) This principle holds that a single model may not be adequate to explain all the observations made of atomic
or subatomic systems in different experiments.
Answer:
principle of complementarity
2. (10 points) The principle of complementarity was first proposed by this physicist.
Answer:
Niels Bohr
3. (10 points) One aspect of complementarity is seen in the explanation of electron diffraction that treats electrons as
waves with this wavelength equal to hover m v and named for the physicist who first established wave-particle duality.
Answer:
(Louis) de Broglie wavelength
14.
Stuff about a Roman consul, FTPE.
1. (10 points) Elected to an unprecedented 7 consulships between 107 and 86 BC, he secured the defeat ofJugurtha, but
was forced to flee to Africa by his great rival Sulla.
Answer:
Gaius Marius
2. (10 points) One ofGaius Marius' greatest victories was at this 102 BC battle in modern Aix-en-Provence, France,
where he used the well-trained troops raised by Rutilius Rufus to defeat the Teutones.
Answer:
Aquae Sextiae
3. (10 points) Marius' time hiding in the Pontine marshes is just one of many details about Marius found in this historian's
Parallel Lives.
Answer:
Plutarch
15.
FTPE, answer the following about a doctrine of philosophy.
1. (10 points) C.S. Schiller, John Dewey, and William James advocated variations of this doctrine that rejects absolute
truth, arguing that the only test of a truth is its results.
Answer:
pragmatism
2. (10 points) This American thinker founded pragmatism and coined the term in his 1878 essay "How to Make Our Ideas
Clear".
Answer:
Charles Sanders Peirce
3. (10 points) In this essay, Peirce discussed the difference between belief, which is action guiding, and doubt, which
stimulates enquiry designed to attain belief.
Answer:
Fixation of Belief

16.
Give the requested information about a Russian empress. You will receive 5 points for one correct, 15 for 2, or 30
for all 3.
1. She was declared empress after the murder of her husband Peter III, putting down Puagchev's revolt and securing the
Partitions of Poland during her 1762-96 reign.
Answer:
Catherine the Great or Catherine II (accept Sophia Augusta of Anhalt-Zerbst)
2. Catherine the Great was part of this Russian dynasty that ended with Nicholas II.
Answer:
Romanov
3. This officer of the Imperial Guards succeeded Poniatowski as Catherine the Great's favorite, and planned the murder of
Peter III that was carried out by his brother Alexis.
Answer:
Gregory Orlov
17.
FTPE, Alaskan geography.
1. (10 points) This strait separates the Seward Peninsula from the Chukchi Peninsula of Russia.
Answer:
Bering Strait
2. (10 points) This inlet of the Gulf of Alaska extends northeast 220 miles between the mainland and the Kenai Peninsula.
Anchorage is found near its head, and it is named for the man who entered it looking for the northwest passage.
Answer:
Cook Inlet
3. (10 points) This large southern island is separated from the Alaskan Peninsula by the Shelikof Strait.
Answer:
Kodiak Island
30-20-10-5, name the author from clues.
18.
1. (30 points) Works published during his lifetime include two sections from "Description of a Struggle", and the stories
"Before the Law" and "The Judgment".
(20 points) Other works include the stories "In the Penal Colony" and "A Hunger Artist".
(10 points) His is better known for novels like "Amerika", "The Trial", and "The Castle".
(5 points) His best-known work is the novella "The Metamorphosis".
Answer:
Franz Kafka
19.
5-10-15, name the following about the Union Party.
1. (5 points) The Union party was formed in 1936 to oppose FDR by followers of this Louisiana senator who proposed the
Share-the-Wealth plan until assassinated by Carl Weiss in 1935.
Answer:
Huey Long
2. (10 points) Another founder of the Union party was this Catholic priest who opposed the New Deal through his popular
national radio broadcasts until denounced for his growing Fascism in 1942.
Answer:
Father Charles Coughlin
3. (15 points) This North Dakota senator joined Frazier in drafting the Farm Bankruptcy Act, and in 1936 served as the
only presidential candidate of the Union Party.
Answer:
William Lemke
20.
Name the NBA teams that play in the following arenas, FTPE. (Note to moderator: accept either part of the
following answers)
1. (10 points) the Fleet Center
Answer:
Boston Celtics
2. (10 points) Arco Arena
Answer:
Sacramento Kings
3. (10 points) Key Arena
Answer:
Seattle SuperSonics

21.
FTPE, name these members of the dysfunctional Vitamin B family.
1. (10 points) This vitamin also known as B2 is important for cell oxidation.
riboflavin
Answer:
2. (10 points) Once known as anti-grey-hair factor, this vitamin with no numerical designation is required for the synthesis
of coenzyme A, and hence is essential for the metabolism of fats, carbohydrates, and amino acids.
Answer:
Vitamin Bx or pantothenic acid
3. (10 points) This extract of apricot kernels is sometimes called a B vitamin despite no evidence of any metabolic
function. Although there is no supporting evidence, it has been claimed as a cancer cure.
Answer:
Vitamin B17 or laetrile or amygdalin
22.
Brahms works, FTPE.
1. (10 points) Featuring parts entitled "For All Flesh Is as Grass" and "Blessed Are the Dead", this choral composition
sets to music seven sections from Luther's translation of the Bible.
Answer:
A German Requiem
2. (10 points) This overture set to music the four songs "Wir hatten gebauet ein stattliches Haus", "Der Landesvater",
"Fuchslied", and "Gaudeamus Igitur", which were popular student songs.
Academic Festival Overture
Answer:
3. (10 points) Featuring a solo voice, men's chorus, and orchestra, this work is a setting ofthree verses from Goethe's
Harzreise im Winter composed during a period of intense depression.
Answer:
Alto Rhapsody or Rhapsody for alto voice, men's chorus, and orchestra
FTPE, help your tournament editor fulfill the geography part of the distribution and name the capitals of these
23.
African countries.
1. (10 points) Central African Republic
Bangui
Answer:
2. (10 points) The Gambia
Banjul
Answer:
3. (10 points) Guinea
Answer:
Conakry
24.
FTPE, name the 20 th century astronomers.
1. (10 points) This guy discovered Pluto.
Answer:
Clyde Tombaugh
2. (10 points) With Walter Baade, this Swiss astronomer proposed that supernovas are a class of stellar explosion distinct
from ordinary novas, and from 1937-41 more than doubled the number of known supernovas through his observations.
Answer:
Fritz Zwicky
3. (10 points) While identifying the various forms of interference that were then plaguing telephone communications, this
engineer inaugurated the study of radio astronomy with his discovery of extraterrestrial radio waves. The unit of radiowave emission strength is named for him.
Answer:
Karl Jansky

